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Double Homotopy (Co)Limits for Relative Categories
Kay Werndli
Abstract. We answer the question to what extent homotopy (co)limits in
categories with weak equivalences allow for a Fubini-type interchange law. The
main obstacle is that we do not assume our categories with weak equivalences
to come equipped with a calculus for homotopy (co)limits, such as a derivator.
0. Introduction
In modern, categorical homotopy theory, there are a few different frameworks
that formalise what exactly a “homotopy theory” should be. Maybe the two most
widely used ones nowadays are Quillen’s model categories (see e.g. [8] or [13]) and
(∞, 1)-categories. The latter again comes in different guises, the most popular
one being quasicategories (see e.g. [16] or [17]), originally due to Boardmann and
Vogt [3]. Both of these contexts provide enough structure to perform homotopy
invariant analogues of the usual categorical limit and colimit constructions and
more generally Kan extensions.
An even more stripped-down notion of a “homotopy theory” (that arguably
lies at the heart of model categories) is given by just working with categories that
come equipped with a class of weak equivalences. These are sometimes called
relative categories [2], though depending on the context, this might imply some
restrictions on the class of weak equivalences. Even in this context, we can still say
what a homotopy (co)limit is and do have tools to construct them, such as model
approximations due to Chacho´lski and Scherer [5] or more generally, left and right
deformation retracts as introduced in [9] and generalised in section 3 below.
To actually obtain a calculus of homotopy (co)limits, maybe the most general
structure is that of a derivator due to Franke, Heller [12] and Grothendieck (see also
[11]). Every model category has an underlying derivator [5, 6] and therefore a good
calculus of homotopy (co)limits. The same is true for a bicomplete (∞, 1)-category,
as shown by Riehl and Verity in [20].
Now, for a relative category, we might be able to construct homotopy (co)limits
but not a derivator structure. The goal of this paper is to answer the question to
what extent such relative categories still allow for a Fubini-type homotopy (co)limit
interchange law, even in the absence of a derivator structure.
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For us, the main motivation to pursue such a result was that a proof based
on universal properties, rather than explicit constructions, is much more conceptu-
ally satisfying. Even in nice contexts (e.g. when working with model categories),
explicit constructions of homotopy colimits can become quite involved when no
additional hypotheses (such as cofibrant generation) are imposed (c.f. [5]). For
example, checking a seemingly simple claim such as 3.15 with explicit construc-
tions seems rather tedious. For completeness, we also provide a few examples 9.8,
9.9, 9.10 immediately after our main theorem that are not nice model categories
but where our theorem is applicable.
In section 1, we first derive a universal property of the (strict) localisation of
a category that we are going to need and which is usually only proven for explicit
constructions of the localisation (e.g. for the homotopy category of a model cate-
gory). In section 2, we restate the usual definition of a derived functor and, more
importantly, of an absolute derived functor. We then give an alternative, external
characterisation of these, which don’t seem to have been previously known but turn
out to be very useful to us later on.
In section 3, we slightly generalise the approach of [9] for the construction
of derived functors and see that the usual construction of derived functors via
(co)fibrant replacements is not confined to model categories. In sections 4 and 5,
for lack of references, we quickly recall the definition, coherence and Beck-Chevalley
interchange condition for the calculus of mates. These are standard tools in the
world of derivators but less well-known outside of it.
In the section that follows and motivated by [19], we investigate the concept
of derived adjunctions in our general context and show the relation between ab-
solute derived functors and adjoints thereof. It is here that we obtain our first
homotopically substantial result.
Corollary 6.4. Let F ⊣ G be an adjunction of functors between categories
with weak equivalences such that an absolute total right derived functor RG of G
exists. Then F ⊣ G is derivable if and only if RG has a left adjoint. 
Here, an adjunction between two categories with weak equivalences is called
derivable if the left and right adjoint respectively have absolute total left and right
derived functors and these form an adjunction between the corresponding homotopy
categories (this generalises the deformable adjunctions of [9]). The example to keep
in mind here are Quillen adjunctions between model categories.
As we learned later, the same result was already obtained in the yet unpub-
lished [10] but using different techniques. In op. cit., the author used internal,
diagrammatic methods, whereas we use our external characterisation of absolute
Kan extensions obtained in section 2.
In section 7, we apply this result to the notion of homotopy (co)limits and
obtain two equivalent definitions. Finally, sections 8 and 9 contain our main results
about the pointwiseness of certain homotopy colimits. What we mean by this is
best exemplified by the often used case of a double homotopy pushout. Given a
3× 3-diagram of the form
• •oo // •
•
OO

•oo //
OO

•
OO

• •oo // • ,
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most homotopy theorists take it for granted that the homotopy colimit of this
diagram can be calculated as a double homotopy pushout in two ways: rows first
or columns first. Under suitably nice hypotheses (e.g. working in a cofibrantly
generated model category) this is certainly true, though there doesn’t seem to be
a formal proof of this relying on universal properties. Rather, explicit formulae for
the homotopy colimits or descriptions by cofibrant replacements are used.
It is important to note that the pointwiseness of homotopy colimits (say for
double homotopy pushouts as above) consists of two parts; namely that the objects
in the span obtained by the row- or columnwise homotopy colimit are what one
would expect and that the same is true for the morphisms between them. Our first
result concerning the pointwiseness of homotopy colimits is now the following.
Theorem 9.5. Let C be a category with weak equivalences, I, J two index
categories and J ∈ J such that all derived adjunctions in the left-hand square
Ho
(
(CI)J
)
∼= Ho
(
(CJ)I
)
Ho evJ

hocolimI //
Ho(CJ)
Ho evJ

Ho∆
oo
Ho(CI)
RJ∗
OO
hocolimI //
HoC
Ho∆
oo
RJ∗
OO
❴
❴
✤ ✤
Ho
(
(CI)J
)
∼= Ho
(
(CJ)I
)
Ho evJ

Ho(CJ)
Ho evJ

Ho∆oo
Ho(CI) HoC
Ho∆
oo
exist and Ho∆ composes with RJ∗. Then the right-hand square (filled with the
identity) satisfies the (horizontal) Beck-Chevalley condition. In particular, there is
an isomorphism
σ : hocolim
I
◦Ho evJ ∼= Ho evJ ◦ hocolim
I
, natural in J ∈ J.
Here, the stated hypothesis that Ho∆ compose with RJ∗ means that the com-
posite of right-derived functors RJ∗ ◦Ho∆ is the right-derived functor of the com-
posite J∗ ◦ ∆; something which is automatic when only considering Quillen pairs
but not in our general context.
It is this theorem 9.5, which allows us to conclude that the most common
homotopy colimits, such as double homotopy pushouts, coproducts and telescopes
can always be calculated pointwise, assuming they exist and, curiously, assuming
the base category has a terminal object.
In the above theorem, applied to the double homotopy pushout example, the
existence of an isomorphism hocolimI ◦Ho evJ ∼= Ho evJ ◦hocolimI ensures that the
objects of the row- or columnwise homotopy colimit are the ones one would expect,
while the naturality in J ensures the same for the morphisms between these objects.
It is this essential naturality condition at the end, which is hard to prove. Since
the mixing of homotopy colimits and right derived functors can be inconvenient (as
one might be able to construct left derived functors such as homotopy colimits
but not right derived ones), we then go on to investigate how we can use the left
adjoints to evaluation functors to obtain the sought for naturality condition. To
that extent, we have the following result.
Theorem 9.16. Let C be a category with weak equivalences and I, J two index
categories such that for all J ∈ J, the two evaluation functors evJ indicated below
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have fully faithful left adjoints J! and the derived adjunctions in the square
Ho
(
(CI)J
)
∼= Ho
(
(CJ)I
)
Ho evJ

hocolimI //
Ho(CJ)
Ho evJ

Ho∆
oo
Ho(CI)
?
LJ!
OO
hocolimI //
HoC
Ho∆
oo
?
LJ!
OO
❴
❴
✤ ✤
exist and there is an isomorphism hocolimI ◦Ho evJ ∼= Ho evJ ◦ hocolimI. Then
there is a family of isomorphisms
βJ : hocolim
I
◦Ho evJ ∼= Ho evJ ◦ hocolim
I
natural in J .
1. Localisations Reviewed
By the localisation of a category C with respect to a class of morphisms W
is meant the (comparison functor with) the category (possibly not locally small)
obtained by formally inverting the morphisms in W .
Definition 1.1. Let C be a category and W a class of arrows in C (which
we usually call the weak equivalences of C). A weak localisation of C is a functor
H : C→ C[W−1] sending all arrows in W to isomorphisms and having the following
universal property:
(1) Whenever we have a functor F : C → D sending all arrows in W to iso-
morphisms, then there is some F : C[W−1] → D together with a natural
isomorphism F ∼= F ◦H ;
(2) For every category D, the precomposition H∗ : DC[W
−1] → DC is fully
faithful. That is to say, for any two F , G : C[W−1]→ D and any transfor-
mation τ : F ◦H ⇒ G ◦H , there is a unique τ : F ⇒ G such that τ = τH .
Observation 1.2. One easily sees that C[W−1] is unique up to equivalence;
that the extension F in property (1) is unique up to unique isomorphism and the
natural isomorphism F ∼= F ◦H is unique up to unique automorphism of F .
Most authors will define localisations differently. Namely, F in (1) needs to be
unique and the natural isomorphism F ∼= F ◦H is required to be an identity, while
property (2) is left out entirely. We call this a strict localisation.
Definition 1.3. A (strict) localisation of a category C at a class of arrows W
(again called the weak equivalences) is a functor H : C → C[W−1] that sends ar-
rows in W to isomorphisms and such that every functor F : C → D that does so
factors uniquely through H as F = F ◦H . It follows that C[W−1] is unique up to
isomorphism. We will seldomly have the situation where we are given two different
classes of weak equivalences in C and will thus just write HoC := C[W−1], leaving
the class W implicit.
Example 1.4. If every arrow inW is already an isomorphism, then idC : C→ C
is a localisation of C atW . In particular, if C is a groupoid, then idC is a localisation
at any class of weak equivalences.
Example 1.5. If C is a model category, then the canonical functor C→ HoC is a
localisation of C with respect to its weak equivalences. In fact, having well-behaved
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localisations is the reason why the theory of model categories was developed in the
first place.
Convention 1.6. IfW is a class of weak equivalences in a category C, one can
always add the isomorphisms of C to W without changing the localisation and so
we shall always assume that isomorphisms are weak equivalences.
It seems curious that part (2) from the definition of a localisation is omitted
entirely in the strict version. After all, it has some consequences, e.g. for derived
functors, which seem to be important enough to be proven for an explicit construc-
tion of a localisation (e.g. [8, 5.9] for the homotopy category of a model category).
But using an explicit construction is not necessary as the following proof shows.
Proposition 1.7. If H : C → HoC is a strict localisation of a category C
at a class W of morphisms, then, for every category D, the precomposition func-
tor H∗ : DHoC → DC is fully faithful.
Proof. Let [1] be the interval category with two objects 0, 1 and exactly
one non-identity morphism i : 0 → 1. There is the canonical twist isomorphism
(DC)[1] ∼= (D[1])C so that pairs of functors F , G : C → D together with τ : F ⇒ G
correspond to functors C → D[1]. Now given F , G : HoC → D together with
τ : F ◦H ⇒ G ◦H , these determine
T : C→ D[1] with (TC)i = τC and (Tf)0 = FHf, (Tf)1 = GHf for f : C → C
′.
Under T , arrows f ∈ W are sent to isomorphisms because HFf and GFf are
invertible and so we get a unique T : HoC→ D[1] such that T = T ◦H . Under the
above twist isomorphism, this corresponds to a unique pair of functors
F ′, G′ : HoC→ D defined by F ′ = ev0 ◦ T and G
′ = ev1 ◦ T
together with τ : F ′ ⇒ G′ defined by τC = (TC)i that satisfies τ = τH . 
Nomenclature 1.8. For brevity reasons, if C and D are categories with weak
equivalences, we call a functor F : C → D homotopical iff it preserves weak equiv-
alences. Moreover, by a natural weak equivalence, we mean a natural transforma-
tion τ : F ⇒ G, all of whose components are weak equivalences.
Assuming we have an explicit localisation construction (e.g. using zig-zags [4]),
we note that Ho is strictly 2-functorial. In particular, any adjunction F ⊣ G of
homotopical functors yields an adjunction HoF ⊣ HoG between the correspondig
homotopy categories.
Observation 1.9. Let C be a category with weak equivalences andH:C→ HoC
a localisation. If an object 0 is initial in C, then H0 is initial in HoC.
Proof. Both adjoints in 0 : {∗}⇄ C : ! are homotopical. 
2. Derived Functors
Consider a category C with weak equivalences. Time and again, one finds
oneself in the situation where one wants to study some F : C → D that doesn’t
map weak equivalences to isomorphisms (so that it cannot be extended along the
localisation). Sometimes this is conceived as a defect of F (e.g. for F a [co]limit
functor) and at other times as an interesting peculiarity that can be exploited to
construct invariants (e.g. using Hom-functors, tensoring or global sections). In
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either case, the approach is usually to approximate F as well as possible by a
functor on HoC.
Definition 2.1. Let H : C → HoC be a localisation of a category with weak
equivalences and F : C→ D. Recall that a left derived functor (LF, λ : LF ◦H ⇒ F )
of F is a right Kan extension of F along H . That is, for every L : HoC → D
together with τ : L ◦ H ⇒ F , there is a unique transformation τ : L ⇒ LF such
that λ ◦ τH = τ . The universal 2-arrow λ is called the counit of the left derived
functor. Dually (more precisely “co-dually”, i.e. just reversing 2-cells), one defines
a right derived functor (RF, ρ) of F , whose universal 2-arrow is called its unit .
If D also comes with a class of weak equivalences and a localisation func-
tor H ′ : D → HoD, we will usually be more interested in the total left derived
functor , which is the left derived functor LF := L(H ′ ◦ F ) of H ′ ◦ F . Dually for
the total right derived functor RF := R(H ′ ◦ F ).
Remark 2.2. Being a terminal object in the category H∗ ↓ F , a left derived
functor (LF, λ) is unique up to unique isomorphism. In particular, for a fixed LF , its
counit λ is unique up to precomposition with αH for some unique automorphism α
of LF .
As a special case of this universal property, we obtain that the operations L
(resp. L) and R (resp. R) are functorial.
Definition 2.3. Let F , F ′ : C → D have right Kan extensions (LF, λ) and
(LF ′, λ′) along some H : C → H and let σ : F ⇒ F ′ be a natural transformation.
Then there is a unique Lσ := σ ◦ λ : LF ⇒ LF ′ such that σ ◦ λ = λ′ ◦ (Lσ)H . Du-
ally, if G, G′ : C → D have left Kan extensions (RG, ρ) and (RG′, ρ′) along H
and τ : G ⇒ G′, then there is a unique Rτ := ρ′ ◦ σ : RG ⇒ RG′ such that
(Rτ)H ◦ ρ = ρ′ ◦ τ . The unicity of these shows that L and R strictly preserve
vertical compositions of natural transformations as well as identities. Similarly for
the totally derived versions Lσ := L(H ′σ) and Rτ := R(H ′τ) for H ′ : D→ H′.
There is the following convenient external characterisation of derived functors.
Unfortunately, there are some class-theoretic difficulties involved (cf. the remark
below).
Proposition 2.4. If (LF, λ) is a right Kan extension of F : C→ D along some
functor H : C→ H, then
ϕX : Nat(X,LF )→ Nat(X ◦H,F ), τ 7→ λ ◦ τH
is a bijection, natural in X : H→ D. Conversely, if there is a functor LF : H→ D
together with a natural family of bijections
ϕX : Nat(X,LF )→ Nat(X ◦H,F )
indexed by all functors X : H → D, then (LF, ϕLF idLF ) is a left derived functor
of F . Moreover, these two constructions are inverse to each other.
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Proof. The map τ 7→ λ◦ (Hτ) being a bijection is just the universal property
of a right Kan extension and naturality is easy. Conversely, if there is a natural
family (ϕX)X of bijections as in the proposition, we put λ := ϕLF idLF . Now for
any X : H → D together with τ : X ◦H ⇒ F there is a unique τ : X ⇒ LF such
that ϕXτ = τ . Chasing idLF around the naturality square
(2.1)
Nat(LF,LF )
τ∗

ϕLF
// Nat(LF ◦H,F )
τ∗H

Nat(X,LF )
ϕX
// Nat(X ◦H,F ) ,
we see that τ is the unique transformation X ⇒ LF such that λ ◦ τH = τ . 
Remark 2.5. In ordinary NBG class theory, one cannot properly formalise the
above proposition because in general, there is no class of all functors X : H → D.
The obvious remedies for this (apart from never using the external characterisation)
is to assume the existence of a universe or switch to a higher class theory that has
2-classes, whose relation to ordinary classes is the same as that of classes to sets
(such as in [1]).
Of particular importance for homotopy theory are the so-called absolute Kan
extensions, i.e. those preserved by any morphism, as was observed by Maltsinio-
tis [19]. Their importance comes from the fact that all derived functors that arise
from Quillen adjunctions are absolute and that there is a nice interplay between
adjunctions and absolute derived functors as we shall see in section 6.
Definition 2.6. A right Kan extension (LF, λ) of a functor F : C → D along
H : C→ H (and in particular a [total] left derived functor) is called absolute iff for
every Y : D → E, the composite (Y ◦ LF, Y λ) is a right Kan extension of Y ◦ F
along H . Dually for left Kan extensions (and in particular [total] right derived
functors).
Example 2.7. Given two functors F : C ⇄ D :G, then F ⊣ G with unit η
iff (G, η) is an absolute left Kan extension of idC along F (cf. 4.1). Dually, F ⊣ G
with counit ε iff (F, ε) is an absolute right Kan extension of idD along G.
Example 2.8. If C andD are two categories, each equipped with a class of weak
equivalences and F : C→ D is homotopical, then HoF : HoC→ HoD together with
the identity transformation is both an absolute total left and an absolute total right
derived functor of F .
Remark 2.9. We have already seen that taking Kan extensions preserves ver-
tical compositions of natural transformations. In the absolute case, this is also true
for horizontal compositions (which doesn’t even make sense in the non-absolute
case). To wit, consider two pairs of parallel functors F , F ′ : C→ D, Y , Y ′ : D→ E
together with σ : F ⇒ F ′, τ : Y ⇒ Y ′ such that F and F ′ have absolute right Kan
extensions (LF, λ) and (LF ′, λ′) along an H : C → H. Then L(τ ⋆ σ) = τ ⋆ Lσ
(where ⋆ is horizontal composition of natural transformations).
Proof. For an arbitrary object C ∈ C, we easily calculate
Y ′λ′C ◦ (τ ⋆ Lσ)HC = Y
′λ′C ◦ Y
′(Lσ)HC ◦ τ(LF )HC = Y
′σC ◦ Y
′λC ◦ τ(LF )HC
τ nat
= Y ′σC ◦ τFC ◦ Y λC = (τ ⋆ σ)C ◦GλC .
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
As an obvious next step, we can adapt the external characterisation 2.4 to the
case of absolute derived functors (again stated in larger generality).
Proposition 2.10. If (LF, λ) is an absolute right Kan extension of F : C→ D
along some functor H : C→ H, then
ϕE,X,Y : Nat(X,Y ◦ LF )→ Nat(X ◦H,Y ◦ F ), τ 7→ Y λ ◦ τH
is a bijection natural in E, X : H → E and Y : D → E. Conversely, if there
is LF : H→ D together with a family of bijections
ϕE,X,Y : Nat(X,Y ◦ LF )→ Nat(X ◦H,Y ◦ F )
natural in the category E and the functor X : H → E (naturality in Y : D → E is
automatic), then (LF, ϕD,LF,idD idLF ) is a total left derived functor of F . Moreover,
these two constructions are inverse to each other.
Proof. The bijectivity of τ 7→ Y λ ◦ τH is just the universal property of the
right Kan extension (Y ◦ LF, Y λ) and naturality is easy. For the converse claim,
we put λ := ϕD,LF,idD idLF . For Y : D → E, X : H → E and τ : X ◦ H ⇒ Y ◦ F
there is a unique τ : X ⇒ Y ◦ LF such that ϕE,X,Y τ = τ and chasing idLF around
the commutative diagram
Nat(LF,LF )
ϕD,LF,idD //
Y∗

Nat(LF ◦H,F )
Y∗

Nat(Y ◦ LF, Y ◦ LF )
ϕE,Y ◦LF,Y
//
τ∗

Nat(Y ◦ LF ◦H,Y ◦ F )
τ∗H

Nat(X,Y ◦ LF )
ϕE,X,Y
// Nat(X ◦H,Y ◦ F )
we obtain that indeed, τ is the unique transformation satisfying τ = Y λ ◦ τH . 
Because we shall usually work with total derived functors, let us quickly restate
this theorem for the total derived case.
Corollary 2.11. Let C, D be categories with weak equivalences and HC, HD
the corresponding localisations. Moreover, let F : C → D and LF : HoC → HoD.
If LF is an absolute total left derived functor of F with counit λ, then τ 7→ Y λ◦τHC
defines a bijection
ϕE,X,Y : Nat(X,Y ◦ LF ) ∼= Nat(X ◦HC, Y ◦HD ◦ F )
natural in E, X : HoC → E and Y : HoD → E. Conversely, if there is such a
natural family of bijections, then LF is an absolute total left derived functor of F
with counit ϕHoD,LF,idHoD idLF . These assignments are mutually inverse. Dually,
if we have G : D → C and RG : HoD → HoC such that RG is an absolute total
right derived functor of G with unit ρ, then τ 7→ τHD ◦ E
′ρ defines a bijection
ψE′,E′,Y : Nat(E
′ ◦ RG, Y ) ∼= Nat(E′ ◦HC ◦G, Y ◦HD)
natural in E′, E′ : HoC → E′, Y : HoD → E′ and conversely given such a nat-
ural family of bijections, RG is an absolute total right derived functor of G with
unit ψHoC,idHoC,RGidRG. Again, these assignments are mutually inverse. 
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3. Construction of Derived Functors
Virtually all derived functors that occur “in nature” are constructed by means
of resolutions (a.k.a. replacements, a.k.a. approximations) and we shall quickly ab-
stract these constructions to our context. Our treatment has been greatly inspired
by [9] and our explicit goal is to remove a functoriality condition, which is present in
op. cit. For this, we fix some category C equipped with a class of weak equivalences
and write H : C→ HoC for its localisation.
Convention 3.1. If not stated otherwise, we will always equip a subcate-
gory C0 ⊆ C with the weak equivalences coming from C. I.e. an arrow in C0 is a
weak equivalence iff it is one in C.
Definition 3.2. Following the nomenclature in [9] (and weakening their no-
tion) a left deformation retract of C is a full subcategory C0 →֒ C with localisa-
tion H0 : C0 → HoC0 such that there exist
(1) a map Q : ObC→ ObC0 and for every f : C → C′ in C a Qf : QC → QC′
in C0 such that H0Q defines a functor H0Q : C → HoC0 that sends weak
equivalences to isomorphisms and thus induces a unique Q˜ : HoC→ HoC0
such that Q˜ ◦H = H0Q;
(2) for each C ∈ C a weak equivalence qC : QC → C such that for ev-
ery f : C → C′
QC
qC

Qf
// QC′
qC′

C
f
// C′
commutes in C.
The triple (C0, Q, q) is then called a left deformation retraction (of C to C0). Dually,
one defines a right deformation retract .
Observation 3.3. If the weak equivalences in C satisfy 2-out-of-3, then the
requirement that H0Q send weak equivalences to isomorphisms is superfluous. In-
deed, for f : C → C′ in C we have q′C ◦Qf = f ◦ qC and so f is a weak equivalence
iff Qf is.
As already mentioned, our notion of a deformation retract is weaker than
the one in [9]. There, a left deformation retract is defined as a full subcate-
gory I : C0 →֒ C together with a homotopical functor Q : C → C0 and a natural
weak equivalence q : I ◦ Q ⇒ idC. One reason why one would like to have this
stronger condition is the following.
Remark 3.4. If Q in the above definition is a functor C→ C0, we can lift the
deformation retract to diagram categories. To wit, if C0 ⊆ C is a left deformation
retract as above, with Q : C → C0 a functor and I is a small index category, then
C I0 ⊆ C
I is a left deformation retract by applying Q pointwise (though this is not
enough to obtain homotopy colimits). This is not possible if Q only becomes a
functor when passing to the homotopy category, since Ho(CI) 6∼= Ho(C)I in general.
Example 3.5. For M a model category (not necessarily with functorial factori-
sations), the category of cofibrant objects Mc together with some chosen cofibrant
replacements qC : QC → C (i.e. QC is cofibrant and qC an acyclic fibration) and
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chosen lifts Qf : QC → QC′ for f : C → C′ forms a left deformation retraction.
Indeed, as shown in [8, Lemma 5.1], if f : C → C′ is any morphism in M and
qC : QC → C, qC′ : QC′ → C′ are fixed cofibrant replacements, a dotted morphism
making the square
QC
qC ∼

// QC′
qC′∼

C
f
// C′
commute in M always exists (i.e. we can choose a Qf as required) and is unique up
to (left) homotopy. In particular, all such lifts are mapped to the same morphism
under H0 : Mc → HoMc (cf. [8, Lemma 5.10], whose proof goes through even
though Mc need not be a model category) and thus H0Q is a functor.
If M has functorial factorisations, then we even obtain the stronger version of
a left deformation retraction, where Q : M→Mc is actually a functor.
Example 3.6. More generally, if L : M ⇄ C :R is a left model approximation
in the sense of [5] (left adjoint on the left and again with M not necessarily having
functorial factorisations), we let C0 ⊆ C be the full subcategory comprising all
(objects isomorphic to) images of cofibrant objects in M under L. Choosing a
cofibrant replacement Q for M as in the last example
(C
f
−→ C′) 7→ (LQRC
LQRf
−−−−→ LQRC′) together with the LQRC
q♭RC−−→ C
defines a left deformation retraction of C to C0. Indeed, the q
♭
RC are weak equiva-
lences because their adjuncts are and by definition of a left model approximation.
Moreover, our cofibrant replacement is functorial when passing to the homotopy
category because H0LQR is just
C
R
−→M
HM−−→ HoM
Q˜
−→ HoMc
HoL
−−−→ HoC0
(where for the last functor, we used that L sends weak equivalences between cofi-
brant objects to weak equivalences). Finally, the “naturality squares” for the
q♭RC : LQRC → C commute because their adjunct squares do.
Although it is usually convenient to require that Q itself be a functor, this
has the undesirable consequence of needing to have functorial factorisations on a
model category for the theory to apply. For the construction of derived functors, it
is much more important that Q become functorial when passing to the homotopy
category.
Proposition 3.7. Let (C0, Q, q) be a left deformation retraction of C and
I : C0 →֒ C the inclusion. Then the families (HqC)C∈C and (H0qC0)C0∈C0 define
natural isomorphisms
Ho I ◦ Q˜ ∼= idHoC and Q˜ ◦Ho I ∼= idHoC0 .
Proof. By 1.7, it suffices to check that the two families define natural isomor-
phisms
Ho I ◦ Q˜ ◦H = Ho I ◦H0Q
∼=
=⇒ H and Q˜ ◦Ho I ◦H0 = H0Q ◦ I
∼=
=⇒ H0,
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which is simple because we already have “naturality squares” in C. For example,
the naturality of the first family corresponds to the commutativity of
C
f

(Ho I)Q˜HC
(Ho I)Q˜Hf

(Ho I)H0QC
(Ho I)H0Qf

HIQC
HIQf

HQC
HqC
//
HQf

HC
Hf

C′ (Ho I)Q˜HC′ (Ho I)H0QC
′ HIQC′ HQC′
HqC′
// HC′
for all f : C → C′ in C. 
Remark 3.8. Because Ho I has now been shown to be fully faithful (in fact,
it is even an equivalence), we will usually view HoC0 as a full subcategory of HoC
and under this identification H0 = H |C0 .
As already mentioned at the beginning of this section, the importance of de-
formation retracts comes from the fact that we can use them to “deform” functors
in order to obtain derived ones.
Definition 3.9. Let HC : C → HoC and HD : D → HoD be two localisation
functors and F : C → D. A left deformation retract C0 ⊆ C is called a left F -de-
formation retract iff the restriction F |C0 : C0 → D is homotopical. Consequently, a
left deformation retraction (C0, Q, q) is called a left F -deformation retraction iff C0
is a left F -deformation retract. Dually for right deformation retracts.
Remark 3.10. Given F : C → D together with a small category I, we always
get an induced functor F I : CI → DI by applying F pointwise. Just as in 3.4, any
left F -deformation retraction (C0, Q, q) where Q is actually a functor C → C0 can
be lifted to a left F I-deformation retraction by applying Q pointwise.
Theorem 3.11. Let (C0, Q, q) be a left deformation retraction of C and consider
a functor F : C→ D that maps weak equivalences in C0 to isomorphisms. Then
LF : HoC
Q˜
−→ HoC0
F |C0−−−→ D together with (FqC : FQC → FC)C∈C
is an absolute left derived functor of F . In particular, if D is also equipped with
a class of weak equivalences and (C0, Q, q) is a left F -deformation retraction of C,
then
LF : HoC
Q˜
−→ HoC0
Ho(F |C0 )−−−−−−→ HoD together with (HDFqC : FQC → FC)C∈C
is an absolute total left derived functor of F .
Proof. Let us write F := F |C0 : HoC0 → D for the functor induced by F |C0 .
We need to check that the FqC are natural in C ∈ C; i.e. that the square
(3.1)
FQC
FQ˜Hf
//
FqC

FQC′
FqC′

FC
Ff
// FC′
in D commutes for all morphisms f : C → C′ in C. This is clear because we
have FQ˜Hf = FHQf = FQf . To see that this transformation is universal,
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let G : HoC→ D and τ : G◦H ⇒ F . If there is τ : G⇒ LF such that Fq ◦τH = τ ,
then
GHC
τHC−−−→ LFHC = FQC
FqC
−−−→ FC = GHC
τC−−→ FC for all C ∈ C.
For C ∈ C0, the arrow FqC is invertible and so τHC = (FqC)−1τC . For the general
case, the naturality of τ gives a commutative diagram in D as follows:
GHQC
GHqC

τHQC
// LFHQC
LFHqC

FQQC
FQqC

GHC
τHC
// LFHC FQC .
But GHqC is invertible, so that
τ¯HC = FQqC ◦ τ¯HQC ◦ (GHqC)
−1 = FQqC ◦ (FqQC)
−1 ◦ τQC ◦ (GHqC)
−1.
We check that this does indeed define a transformation τ¯H : G ◦H ⇒ LF ◦H (thus
determining τ¯ ) by considering the following commutative diagram for f : C → C′
in C (where for the last square, we note that while Q is not necessarily a functor,
FQ = FH0Q = FQ˜H certainly is):
GHC
(GHqC )
−1
//
GHf

GHQC
τQC
//
GHQf

FQC
(FqQC)
−1
//
FQf

FQQC
FQqC
//
FQQf

FQC
FQf

GHC′
(GHqC′ )
−1
// GHQC′
τQC′
// FQC′
(FqQC′ )
−1
// FQQC′
FQqC′
// FQC′ .
Moreover, τ¯ does indeed satisfy Fq ◦ τ¯H = τ because if C ∈ C, then
FqC ◦ τ¯HC = FqC ◦ FQqC ◦ (FqQC)
−1 ◦ τQC ◦ (GHqC)
−1
Fq nat
= FqC ◦ FqQC ◦ (FqQC)
−1 ◦ τQC ◦ (GHqC)
−1
= FqC ◦ τQC ◦ (GHqC)
−1
τ nat
= τC ◦GHqC ◦ (GHqC)
−1
(for the second equality, put C  QC, C′  C, f  qC in 3.1 above). Finally, for
the absoluteness claim, observe that if F ′ : D → E is another functor, then F ′ ◦ F
again maps weak equivalences in C0 to isomorphisms. 
Example 3.12. As already mentioned in 3.5, the full subcategory of cofibrant
objects in a model category M, together with some chosen cofibrant replacements,
is a left deformation retract of M. Consequently, a functor F : M → N that sends
weak equivalences between cofibrant objects to isomorphisms has an absolute left
derived functor in the above manner. By Ken Brown’s lemma, a left Quillen func-
tor F : M → N between two model categories (which preserves cofibrations and
acyclic cofibrants) has an absolute total left derived functor.
Example 3.13. More generally, in [5], a left model approximation L : M⇄C :R
is called good for a functor F : C→ D between two categories with weak equivalences
iff F ◦ L sends weak equivalences between cofibrant objects to weak equivalences.
This immediately implies that C0 ⊆ C as in 3.6 is a left F -deformation retract and
so we obtain LF .
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An important instance of this is that if M is a model category, F : I → J a
functor between small categories and N(I) :=
∫
∆
N(I) the category of simplices of
the nerve of I, there is the so-called Bousfield-Kan left model approximation
Funb
(
N(I),M
)
⇄ Fun(I,M),
which is good for the functor F! given by taking the left Kan extension along F . In
particular, there is a homotopy left Kan extension functor LF! : Ho(M
I)→ Ho(MJ).
Example 3.14. Consider a functor F : C → D, a small indexing category I
and (C0, Q, q) a left F -deformation retraction such that Q : C→ C0 is even a functor.
As mentioned in 3.10, if F I : CI → DI is postcomposition with F , then (CI0, Q
I, q)
is a left F I-deformation retraction (where qX : Q
IX = Q ◦X ⇒ X has components
qXI). In this case LF is given by Ho(F ◦Q) and LF I is Ho(F I◦QI) = Ho
(
(F ◦Q)I
)
.
More colloquially, the derived functor of F J is just the derived functor of F , applied
pointwise.
To finish off this section, let us consider one instance where it is useful to have
functorial factorisations in a model category. In that case, there is the following
conceptual proof that the derived functors of left Quillen functors preserve homo-
topy colimits (even if the existence of projective model structures is not assumed).
Here, we assume known that homotopy colimits in model categories can always be
constructed, as is shown e.g. in [5].
Proposition 3.15. If F : M ⇄ N :G is a Quillen adjunction between two
model categories with functorial factorisations and I is any small indexing category,
there is a natural isomorphism
LF ◦ hocolim
I
∼= hocolim
I
◦ LF I.
Proof. First off, even though MI and NI do not come with model structures,
the derived functors LF I and RGI of F I : MI → NI and GI : NI →MI can still be
constructed, as seen in the previous example. Writing ∆ for the constant diagram
inclusion, to prove the claim, we can switch to adjoints and it suffices to prove that
Ho∆ ◦ RG ∼= RGI ◦ Ho∆. This is not hard because if R : N → Nf is a fibrant
replacement functor, RG ∼= Ho(G ◦R) and RGI ∼= Ho(GI ◦RI). 
4. The Yoga of Mates
As is well-known, adjunctions are just a special instance of Kan extensions
(then again, what isn’t?) and the external characterisation makes it really obvious.
Proposition 4.1. Let F : C ⇄ D :G be two functors. Then F ⊣ G with
counit ε iff (F, ε) is an absolute right Kan extension of idD along G and dually,
F ⊣ G with unit η iff (G, η) is an absolute left Kan extension of idC along F .
Indeed, if F ⊣ G with unit η and counit ε, then τ 7→ Y ε ◦ τG defines a bijection
ϕE,X,Y : Nat(X,Y ◦ F ) ∼= Nat(X ◦G, Y ) with inverse σF ◦Xη←[ σ
and this is natural in E, X : C→ E and Y : D→ E. Conversely, given such a natural
family of bijections, then F ⊣ G with unit ϕ−1
C,idC,G
(idG) and counit ϕD,F,idD(idF ).
These two constructions are inverse to each other.
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Proof. The whole proof is simply about finding the correct naturality condi-
tions to apply but let’s do it anyway for the sake of completeness. Starting with
an adjunction (F ⊣ G, η, ε) and defining ϕE,X,Y as in the claim, the naturality
of ϕ in E and X is immediate. For the naturality in Y , we assume that we have
α : Y ⇒ Y ′ and need to show that
Nat(X,Y ◦ F )
ϕE,X,Y
//
(αF )∗

Nat(X ◦G, Y )
α∗

Nat(X,Y ′ ◦ F )
ϕE,X,Y ′
// Nat(X ◦G, Y ′)
commutes. Chasing some τ through the square, this means that
α ◦ Y ε ◦ τG = Y
′ε ◦ αFG ◦ τG,
which follows from naturality of α. Moreover, the assignments
τ 7→ Y ε ◦ τG and σF ◦Xη ←[ σ
are indeed inverse to each other, because, starting with τ , we have
τ 7−→ Y ε ◦ τG 7−→ (Y ε ◦ τG)F ◦Xη
τ nat
= Y εFC ◦ Y FηC ◦ τC
∆-id
= τC
and similarly the other way around.
Conversely, starting with a natural family of ϕE,X,Y , we put η := ϕ
−1
C,idC,G
(idG)
and ε := ϕD,F,idD(idF ) as in the claim and need to verify the triangle identities.
For example, to show εF ◦Fη = idF (the other one being similar), we just consider
the commutative diagram
Nat(idC, G ◦ F )
F∗ //
ϕC,idC,G

Nat(F, F ◦G ◦ F )
(εF )∗
//
ϕD,F,FG

Nat(F, F )
ϕD,F,idD

Nat(G,G)
F∗
// Nat(F ◦G,F ◦G)
ε∗
// Nat(F ◦G, idD),
where the left square commutes by naturality of ϕE,X,Y in the variable E, while the
right square commutes by naturality in Y . Chasing η = ϕ−1
C,idC,G
(idG) around the
diagram, we find
ϕD,F,idD(εF ◦ Fη) = ε = ϕD,F,idD(idF )
and the claim follows.
Finally, the two assignments (η, ε) 7→ ϕ and (η, ε) ←[ ϕ as in the claim are
mutually inverse, because, starting from (η, ε), constructing ϕE,X,Y : τ 7→ Y ε ◦ τG
and taking the associated unit and counit, the new counit is
ϕD,F,idD(idF ) = idDε ◦ (idF )G = ε,
which also shows that the new unit is again η because the counit determines the
unit and vice versa. Conversely, starting with ϕ, and taking the associated unit
η := ϕ−1
C,idC,G
(idG) and counit ε := ϕD,F,idD(idF ), the associated natural family ϕ
′
is defined as
ϕ′E,X,Y : τ 7→ Y ε ◦ τG = Y ϕD,F,idD(idF ) ◦ τG.
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Now, τ is natural transformation X ⇒ Y ◦ F and by naturality of ϕE,X,Y in the
variable X , the square
Nat(Y ◦ F, Y ◦ F )
ϕE,Y ◦F,Y
//
τ∗

Nat(Y ◦ F ◦G, Y )
(τG)
∗

Nat(X,Y ◦ F )
ϕE,X,Y
// Nat(X ◦G, Y )
commutes. Chasing idY ◦F through the square, we find that
ϕ′E,X,Y (τ) = ϕE,X,Y (τ ◦ idY ◦F ) = ϕE,X,Y (τ).

As always, by dualising (really op-dualising, i.e. inverting 1-arrows), we get an
alternative external characterisation of adjunctions, which exhibits adjoints as Kan
lifts and also fixes the counter-intuitive aspect that in the above formula, the left
adjoint appears on the right.
Proposition 4.2. Given two functors F : C ⇄ D :G we have F ⊣ G with
unit η and counit ε iff σ 7→ Gσ ◦ ηX = σ♯ defines a bijection
Nat(F ◦X,Y ) ∼= Nat(X,G ◦ Y ) with inverse τ ♭ = εY ◦ Fτ ←[ τ,
which is natural in E, X : E→ C and Y : E→ D. Conversely, given such a natural
family of bijections, then F ⊣ G with unit ψC,idC,F (idF ) and counit ψ
−1
D,G,idD
(idG).
These two constructions are inverse to each other.
Combining the two bijections from these propositions leads to the well-known
mating-bijection
(4.1)
σ 7→ σ◦◦
Nat(F ′ ◦X,Y ◦ F ) ∼= Nat(X ◦G,G′ ◦ Y )
◦◦τ ←[ τ
for categories and functors
C
F //
X

D
G
oo
Y

C′
F ′ //
D′
G′
oo .
❴
❴
This bijection is natural in X and Y and is explicitly given by
σ 7→ G′Y ε ◦G′σG ◦ η
′
XG = (Y ε ◦ σG)
♯, (τF ◦Xη)
♭ = ε′Y F ◦ F
′τF ◦ F
′Xη←[ τ.
Definition 4.3. We write σ ©© τ and say σ : F ′X ⇒ Y F and τ : XG⇒ G′Y
are mates (we should really say that σ = ◦◦τ is the left mate and τ = σ◦◦ is the
right mate) iff they correspond to each other under this mating bijection. For the
special case where X and Y are identities, we will occasionally use Mac Lane’s
nomenclature from [18] and speak of conjugate transformations.
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Remark 4.4. A useful consequence of the mating bijection’s naturality in X
and Y is that for α : X ⇒ X ′, β : Y ⇒ Y ′ and two squares of natural transforma-
tions
F ′ ◦X
σ //
Fα

Y ◦ F
βF

F ′ ◦X ′
σ′
// Y ′ ◦ F
X ◦G
τ //
αG

G′ ◦ Y
G′β

X ′ ◦G
τ ′
// G′ ◦ Y ′
where the two horizontal pairs are mates, βF ◦ σ and G′β ◦ τ as well as σ′ ◦ Fα
and τ ′ ◦ αG are again mates. Consequently, the left-hand square commutes iff the
right-hand square commutes.
Due to a lack of references, we shall briefly establish some standard results
about mates, which one expects to be true and whose proofs are purely formal
(whence the term yoga).
Example 4.5. IfX and Y are identities and the two adjunctions F ⊣ G, F ′ ⊣ G′
are the same, then idF ©© idG, which is just a complicated way to state the triangle
identities. More generally, if the two adjunctions are the same, while X and Y are
endofunctors equipped with α : X ⇒ idC and β : idD ⇒ Y , then by naturality of
the mating bijection, βF ◦ Fα ©© Gβ ◦ αG. Dually for the directions of α and β
reversed.
Proposition 4.6. In the same situation as in the definition, for two natural
transformations σ : F ′X ⇒ Y F and τ : XG⇒ G′Y , the following are equivalent:
(1) σ ©© τ , i.e. σ = (τF ◦Xη)♭ or equivalently τ = (Y ε ◦ σG)♯;
(2) σ♯ = G′σ ◦ η′X = τF ◦Xη or equivalently τ
♭ = ε′Y ◦ F
′τ = Y ε ◦ σG;
(3) for all C ∈ C and all D ∈ D the rectangle
D(FC,D)
∼= //
Y

C(C,GD)
X

D′(Y FC, Y D)
σ∗C

C′(XC,XGD)
(τD)∗

D′(F ′XC, Y D) ∼=
// C′(XC,G′Y D)
commutes, where the horizontal arrows are the tuning bijections of the two
adjunctions.
Proof. “(1) ⇔ (2)”: Trivial.
“(2) ⇔ (3)”: Condition (2) is just the commutativity of the diagram for D = FC
and C = GD respectively. Conversely, this implies the commutativity for all C
and D by naturality of the tuning bijection for the adjunction. 
Proposition 4.7. Taking mates is compatible with vertical and horizontal past-
ing of squares in the following sense:
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(1) Given categories and functors
C
X //
F

C′
X′ //
F ′

C′′
F ′′

D
Y
//
G
OO
D′
Y ′
//
G′
OO
D′′
G′′
OO
✤ ✤ ✤
together with transformations σ : F ′X ⇒ Y F and σ′ : F ′′X ′ ⇒ Y ′F ′ hav-
ing mates τ = σ◦◦ : XG⇒ G′Y and τ ′ = σ′◦◦ : X ′G′ ⇒ G′′Y ′ respectively,
then Y ′σ ◦ σ′X and τ
′
Y ◦X
′τ are again mates. In particular, if X, X ′, Y
and Y ′ are identities, then σ ◦ σ′ and τ ′ ◦ τ are conjugate.
(2) Given categories and functors
C
X

F1 //
D
Y

G1
oo
F2 //
E
Z

G2
oo
C′
F ′1 //
D′
G′1
oo
F ′2 //
E′
G′2
oo
❴ ❴
❴ ❴
together with transformations σ1 : F
′
1X ⇒ Y F1 and σ2 : F
′
2Y ⇒ ZF2
having mates τ1 : XG1 ⇒ G′1Y and τ2 : Y G2 ⇒ G
′
2Z, then σ2F1 ◦ F
′
2σ1
and G′1τ2 ◦ τ1G2 are again mates. In particular, if X, Y and Z are iden-
tities, then the horizontal composites σ′ ⋆ σ and τ ⋆ τ ′ are conjugate. Still
more specially, if in addition F2 = F
′
2 and σ2 (whence τ2) is the identity,
we obtain that F2σ1 and τ1G2 are conjugate.
Proof. Ad (1): Writing (η, ε), (η′, ε′) and (η′′, ε′′) for the unit-counit pairs of
the three adjunctions we easily calculate(
Y ′σ ◦ σ′X
)♯
= G′′Y ′σ ◦G′′σ′X ◦ η
′′
X′X = G
′′Y ′σ ◦ σ′
♯
X
= G′′Y ′σ ◦ τ ′F ′X ◦X
′η′X
τ
′
nat
= τ ′Y F ◦X
′G′σ ◦X ′ηX
= τ ′Y F ◦X
′σ♯ = τ ′Y F ◦X
′τF ◦X
′Xη.
Ad (2): Again, writing (η1, ε1), (η2, ε2) (η
′
1, ε
′
1) and (η
′
2, ε
′
2) for the unit-counit pairs
this is just a routine calculation:(
σ2F1 ◦ F
′
2σ1
)♯
= G′1G
′
2σ2F1 ◦G
′
1G
′
2F
′
2σ1 ◦ (G
′
1η
′
2F ′1
◦ η′1)X
η′2 nat= G′1G
′
2σ2F1 ◦G
′
1η
′
2Y F1
◦G′1σ1 ◦ η
′
1X
= G′1σ
♯
2F1
◦ σ♯1 = G
′
1τ2F2F1 ◦G
′
1Y η2F1 ◦ τ1F1 ◦Xη1
τ1 nat= G′1τ2F2F1 ◦ τ1G2F2F1 ◦XG1η2F1 ◦Xη1
=
(
G′1τ2 ◦ τ1G1
)
F2F1
◦X
(
G1η2F1 ◦ η1
)
.

Corollary 4.8. Given two adjunctions (F ⊣ G, η, ε), (F ′ ⊣ G′, η′, ε′) : C⇄ D
and conjugate transformations σ : F ⇒ F ′, τ : G′ ⇒ G, then σ is an isomorphism
iff τ is one.
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Proof. Let τ ′ : G′ ⇒ G be the mate of σ−1. Then by point (1) in the proposi-
tion (with F ′′ = F , G′′ = G and X , X ′, Y , Y ′ all identities) σ◦σ−1 = idF and τ ′ ◦τ
are mates, so that τ ′ ◦ τ = idG′ . Similarly, σ−1 ◦ σ = idF ′ and τ ◦ τ ′ are mates,
which proves our claim. 
5. Beck-Chevalley Condition
Later on, we will find ourselves in the situation where we have a mating square
as in 4.1 with a natural isomorphism τ : XG ∼= G′Y but where we would really like
its mate σ : F ′X ⇒ Y F to be an isomorphism.
Definition 5.1. Consider a square of categories and functors together with a
natural transformation
C
X

D
Goo
Y

C′ D′
G′
oo
τ
$
❆❆
where G and G′ have left adjoints
(F ⊣ G, η, ε), (F ′ ⊣ G′, η′, ε′).
We then say that the square satisfies the Beck-Chevalley condition (or that it’s
a Beck-Chevalley square) iff the mate ◦◦τ is an isomorphism F ′ ◦ X ∼= Y ◦ F .
Dually, there is the dual Beck-Chevalley condition, where we start with F , F ′
and σ and then require the mate σ◦◦ to be an isomorphism. Usually, τ is some
sort of canonical isomorphism and is then often not explicitly mentioned. However,
possible confusion can arise if the functors X and Y themselves have left adjoints.
In that case, we shall speak of the horizontal and vertical Beck-Chevalley condition
according to whether one considers the horizontal or vertical pairs of adjunctions;
the case in the above definition being the horizontal one.
Example 5.2. By 4.8, if X and Y are identities, then the square from the
definition satisfies the Beck-Chevalley condition iff τ is an isomorphism.
Example 5.3. The mate of τ is explicitly given by ε′Y F ◦F
′τF ◦F ′Xη; so if τ is
an isomorphism and F , G′ are fully faithful (i.e. η and ε′ are isomorphisms), then
the square satisfies the Beck-Chevalley condition.
Example 5.4. More importantly for us, if I, J are index categories and C is a
category with I-colimits, then CJ has I-colimits, too. A colimit functor is given by
colim: CI×J ∼= (CJ)I → CJ, X 7→
(
J 7→ colimX(−, J)
)
(i.e. colimits are calulcated pointwise). If we write η′ for the unit of the adjunction
colim: CI ⇄ C :∆, whose components are just the universal cocones, then a unit
of colim: CI×J ⇄ CJ :∆ is given by ηX,I,J := η
′
X(−,J),I . All in all, the square
CI×J
evJ

CJ
∆oo
evJ

CI C
∆
oo
id
&
❉
❉
satisfies the Beck-Chevalley condition for all J ∈ J. Indeed, the mate of the identity
is again the identity and evJη = η
′
evJ .
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Observation 5.5. According to 4.7, horizontal and vertical composites of
Beck-Chevalley squares (defined in the obvious manner) are again Beck-Chevalley
squares.
The situation gets really interesting when X and Y do have right adjoints. In
that case, there is the following interchange law for mates as stated e.g. in [11,
Lemma 1.20].
Theorem 5.6 (Beck-Chevalley Interchange). Consider a square of categories
and functors together with a natural transformation τ : XG⇒ G′Y as in the above
definition and where all four functors have adjoints
(F ⊣ G, η, ε), (F ′ ⊣ G′, η′, ε′), (X ⊣ S, θ, ζ) and (Y ⊣ T, θ′, ζ′),
so that τ has a horizontal left mate σ:F ′X ⇒ Y F as well as a vertical right mate
ρ:GT ⇒ SG′. Then σ and ρ are conjugate natural transformations. In particular,
σ is an isomorphism iff ρ is one and thus the square satisfies the horizontal Beck-
Chevalley condition iff it satisfies the vertical dual Beck-Chevalley condition.
Proof. Recall that the two mates σ and ρ are defined by
G′σ ◦ η′X = τF ◦Xη and Sτ ◦ θG = ρY ◦Gθ
′
and we need to check that σ and ρ are conjugate with respect to the composite
adjunctions
C
F //
D
G
oo
Y //
D′
T
oo
C
X //
C′
S
oo
F ′ //
D′
G′
oo .
❴ ❴
❴ ❴
For this, we just need to take the adjunct of σ, which is
σ♯ = S(G′σ ◦ η′X) ◦ θ = S(τF ◦Xη) ◦ θ = SτF ◦ SXη ◦ θ
= SτF ◦ θGF ◦ η = (Sτ ◦ θG)F ◦ η = (ρY ◦Gθ
′)F ◦ η = ρY F ◦Gθ
′
F ◦ η
and Gθ′F ◦ η is the unit of the upper composite adjunction. 
Corollary 5.7. Consider a square as in 5.1 with τ : XG ∼= G′Y an isomor-
phism. If Y has a fully faithful right adjoint and X is itself fully faithful and has a
right adjoint, then the square satisfies the Beck-Chevalley condition.
Proof. The square satisfies the (horizontal) Beck-Chevalley condition iff it
satisfies the vertical dual Beck-Chevalley condition. Taking adjoints
(X ⊣ S, θ, ζ) : C
//
C′oo ❴ and (Y ⊣ T, θ
′, ζ′) : D
//
D′oo ❴
the mate of τ for the vertical adjoints is SG′ζ′◦SτT ◦θGT . But τ is an isomorphism,
same as ζ′ (since T is fully faithful) and θ (since X is fully faithful). 
Corollary 5.8. Given a mating square with X and Y equivalences
C
F //
X

D
G
oo
Y

C′
F ′ //
D′
G′
oo ,
❴
❴
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then σ : F ′X ⇒ Y F is an isomorphism iff its mate τ : XG⇒ G′Y is so.
Proof. Every equivalence is fully faithful and has a fully faithful left and right
adjoint. 
Unfortunately, if the two vertical arrows X and Y in 5.1 have left adjoints
rather than right ones, there is no nice interchange law. However, we can still use
such adjoints to our advantage.
Theorem 5.9. Again consider a square as in 5.1 with τ : XG ∼= G′Y a natural
isomorphism and where all four functors have left adjoints
(F ⊣ G, η, ε), (F ′ ⊣ G′, η′, ε′), (M ⊣ X, θ, ζ) and (N ⊣ Y, θ′, ζ′).
(1) If X and N are fully faithful, then the square satisfies the Beck-Chevalley
condition.
(2) If both M and N or both X and Y are fully faithful, then the square satis-
fies the Beck-Chevalley condition iff there is an isomorphism F ′X ∼= Y F .
Proof. The mate σ of τ is the unique natural transformation that satisfies
G′σ ◦ η′X = τF ◦Xη and so, it suffices to construct a natural isomorphism σ subject
to this equation. For this, we consider the conjugate of τ with respect to the two
composite adjunctions, which is the unique isomorphism
ρ : N ◦ F ′ ∼= F ◦M satisfying G′Y ρ ◦G′θ′F ′ ◦ η
′ = τFM ◦XηM ◦ θ.
Evaluating this equation at X and postcomposing with G′Y Fζ yields
G′(Y Fζ ◦ Y ρX ◦ θ
′
F ′X) ◦ η
′
X = G
′Y Fζ ◦ τFMX ◦XηMX ◦ θX
= τF ◦XGFζ ◦XηMX ◦ θX = τF ◦Xη ◦Xζ ◦ θX = τF ◦Xη,
so that the mate of τ is σ = Y Fζ ◦ Y ρX ◦ θ′F ′X . Under the hypotheses of (1),
this is an isomorphism since ζ and θ′ are invertible, thus proving the first point.
For point (2), assume that M and N are fully faithful and there is an isomorphism
F ′X ∼= Y F . We need to check that Y Fζ is invertible, which is obvious since
Y F ∼= F ′X and Xζ = θ−1X is invertible. Similarly if X and Y are fully faithful. 
6. Derived Adjunctions
As already mentioned, there is a beauti- and useful interplay between adjunc-
tions and absolute derived functors; the most well-known instance of it perhaps
being the famous Quillen adjoint functor theorem. Most proofs of it rely heavily on
the explicit construction of a derived functor by means of (co)fibrant replacements
whereas our approach really gets down to its bare bones. For this, let us fix two
categories C, D each equipped with a class of weak equivalences and let us write HC
and HD for the corresponding localisations.
The results proven in this section have been obtained independently by Gonzlez
[10] though using very different, more diagrammatic methods.
Theorem 6.1. Let (F ⊣ G, η, ε) : C ⇄ D be an adjunction such that G has
an absolute total right derived functor (RG, ρ). If this in turn has a left ad-
joint (F˙ ⊣ RG, η˙, ε˙), then (F˙ , λ) is an absolute total left derived functor of F ,
where λ := ε˙HDF ◦ F˙ ρF ◦ F˙HCη.
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Proof. We need a bijection Nat(L,E ◦F ′) ∼= Nat(L◦HC, E ◦HD ◦F ), natural
in E, E : HoD→ E and L : HoC→ E and can construct one such by
Nat(L,E ◦ F˙ ) ∼= Nat(L ◦ RG,E) τ 7→ Eε˙ ◦ τRG
∼= Nat(L ◦HC ◦G,E ◦HD) τ 7→ τHD ◦ Lρ
∼= Nat(L ◦HC, E ◦HD ◦ F ) τ 7→ τF ◦ (L ◦HC)η.
Upon putting L := F˙ , E := idHoD and chasing idF˙ through the bijections, the
counit λ has indeed the claimed form. 
Theorem 6.2. Let (F ⊣ G, η, ε) : C ⇄ D. If F has an absolute total left
derived functor (LF, λ) and G has an absolute total right derived functor (RG, ρ),
then we get an adjunction (LF ⊣ RG, η˙, ε˙) where η˙ is the unique idHoC ⇒ RG ◦LF
such that RGλ ◦ η˙HC = ρF ◦ HCη and ε˙ is the unique LF ◦ RG ⇒ idHoD such
that HDε ◦ λG = ε˙HD ◦ LFρ.
Proof. We need to construct a bijection Nat(E′ ◦ RG,E) ∼= Nat(E′, E ◦ LF )
natural in E, E′ : HoC→ E and E : HoD→ E. We can do so by
Nat(E′ ◦ RG,E) ∼= Nat(E′ ◦HC ◦G,E ◦HD) σ 7→ σHD ◦ E
′ρ
∼= Nat(E′ ◦HC, E ◦HD ◦ F ) σ 7→ σF ◦ E′HCη,
EHDε ◦ τG ←[ τ
∼= Nat(E′, E ◦ LF ) Eλ ◦ τHC ←[ τ
and it plainly follows that η˙ and ε˙ are of the required form. 
The explicit descriptions of the unit and counit in the last theorem is not very
enlightening and it might be clearer (although the author is not convinced) to draw
the corresponding diagrams:
(6.1)
HC
HCη
//
η˙HC

HC ◦G ◦ F
ρF

RG ◦ LF ◦HC
RGλ
// RG ◦HD ◦ F
LF ◦HC ◦G
LFρ
//
λG

LF ◦ RG ◦HD
ε˙HD

HD ◦ F ◦G
HDε
// HD .
Even better, in the situation of the first theorem 6.1, these two diagrams again
commute (by naturality of all arrows involved and the triangle identities).
Definition 6.3. By a derived adjunction of (F ⊣ G, η, ε) : C⇄ D we mean an
adjunction (LF ⊣ RG, η˙, ε˙) : HoC ⇄ HoD together with transformations λ and ρ
satisfying
(1) (LF, λ) is an absolute total left derived functor of F ;
(2) (RG, ρ) is an absolute total right derived functor of G;
(3) η˙ and ε˙ are the unique natural transformations making the squares 6.1
commute.
If such a derived adjunction exists, we say that F ⊣ G is derivable.
With this definition, we can summarise the results of the two theorems above
by the following (less precise) corollary.
Corollary 6.4. Let F ⊣ G be an adjunction of functors between categories
with weak equivalences such that an absolute total right derived functor RG of G
exists. Then F ⊣ G is derivable if and only if RG has a left adjoint. 
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Also, using the theorems, we can easily study the question of when derived
functors compose. Unfortunately, they do not in general but at least we can check
it on adjoints.
Corollary 6.5. Let C, D and E be three categories with weak equivalences and
(F ⊣ G, η, ε) : C⇄ D, (F ′ ⊣ G′, η′, ε′) : D⇄ E
with derived adjunctions (LF ⊣ RG, η˙, ε˙) and (LF ′ ⊣ RG′, η˙′, ε˙′). If (RG ◦RG′, ρ′′)
is an absolute total right derived functor of G ◦ G′, then LF ′ ◦ LF is an absolute
total left derived functor of F ′ ◦ F with counit
(ε˙′ ◦ LF ′ε˙RG′)HEF ′F ◦ LF
′
LFρ′′F ′F ◦ LF
′
LFHC(Gη˙F ◦ η).
Proof. Composing the two adjunctions as well as their derived adjunctions
yields (
F ◦ F ⊣ G ◦G′, Gη′F ◦ η, ε
′ ◦ F ′εG′
)
: C⇄ E and(
LF ′ ◦ LF ⊣ RG ◦ RG′,RGη˙′
LF ◦ η˙, ε˙
′ ◦ LF ′ε˙RG′
)
: HoC⇄ HoE.
Now if (RG ◦ RG′, ρ′) is an absolute total right derived functor of G ◦G′, then by
6.1 LF ′ ◦ LF is indeed an absolute total left derived functor of F ′ ◦ F with counit
(ε˙′ ◦ LF ′ε˙RG′)HEF ′F ◦ LF
′
LFρ′′F ′F ◦ LF
′
LFHC(Gη
′
F ◦ η).

As a special instance of this corollary, we can consider the case where ρ′′ is the
canonical candidate ρ′′ = RGρ′ ◦ ρG′ for a unit of RG ◦ RG′. It then follows that
a counit of the total left derived functor LF ′ ◦ LF is again given by the canonical
candidate and vice versa. Note that this result is neither stronger nor weaker than
the previous one.
Corollary 6.6. In the same situation as in the last corollary, let us write
(LF, λ), (RG, ρ), (LF ′, λ′) and (RG′, ρ′)
for the absolute total derived functors. Then the composite (LF ′ ◦LF, λ′F ◦LF
′λ) is
an absolute total left derived functor of F ′ ◦F if and only if (RG ◦RG′,RGρ′ ◦ ρG′)
is an absolute total right derived functor of G ◦G′.
Proof. If (RG ◦ RG′,RGρ′ ◦ ρG′) is an absolute total right derived functor,
we apply the last corollary to ρ′′ := RGρ′ ◦ ρG′ and the claim follows by a routine
(albeit tedious) calculation:
ε˙′HEF ′F ◦ LF
′ε˙RG′HEF ′F ◦ LF
′
LFRGρ′F ′F ◦ LF
′
LFρG′F ′F ◦ LF
′
LFHCGη
′
F
◦ LF ′LFHCη
ε nat
= ε˙′HEF ′F ◦ LF
′ρF ′F ◦ LF
′ε˙HDG′F ′F ◦ LF
′
LFρG′F ′F ◦ LF
′
LFHCGη
′
F
◦ LF ′LFHCη
6.1
= HEε
′
F ′F ◦ λ
′
G′F ′F ◦ LF
′HDεG′F ′F ◦ LF
′λGG′F ′F ◦ LF
′
LFHCGη
′
F
◦ LF ′LFHCη
λ nat
= HEε
′
F ′F ◦ λ
′
G′F ′F ◦ LF
′HDεG′F ′F ◦ LF
′HDFGη
′
F ◦ LF
′HDFη ◦ LF
′λ
λ′ nat
= HEε
′
F ′F ◦HEF
′εG′F ′F ◦HEF
′FGη′F ◦HEF
′Fη ◦ λ′F ◦ LF
′λ
ε nat
= HEε
′
F ′F ◦HEF
′ηF ◦HEF
′εF ◦HEF
′Fη ◦ λ′F ◦ LF
′λ
∆-id
= λ′F ◦ LF
′λ.
The other direction is dual. 
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Definition 6.7. Let C, D and E be categories equipped with weak equiv-
alences and let F : C → D, F ′ : D → E have absolute total left derived func-
tors (LF, λ) and (LF ′, λ′). By abuse of notation, we say that LF composes with LF ′
iff (LF ′ ◦LF, λ′F ◦LF
′λ) is an absolute total left derived functor of F ′ ◦ F . Dually
for right derived functors.
Remark 6.8. Clearly, this definition is equivalent to requiring that the com-
posite F ′ ◦F have a total left derived functor
(
L(F ′ ◦ F ), λ′′
)
and that the natural
transformation
LF ′ ◦ LF ⇒ L(F ′ ◦ F ) induced by λ′F ◦ LF
′λ be an isomorphism.
Remark 6.9. With the above definition, the last corollary 6.6 can be restated
by saying that for two derived adjunctions, the left adjoints compose iff the right
adjoints compose.
Example 6.10. Obviously, if F ′ is homotopical, then LF ′ ∼= HoF ′, so that LF
and LF ′ compose. Also, total left derived functors of left Quillen functors between
model categories compose. Dually for right Quillen functors.
Example 6.11. More generally, let C, D and E be equipped with weak equiv-
alences and HC, HD, HE their respective localisations. If we are given
C
F
−→ D
F ′
−→ E
together with a left F -deformation retract C0 ⊆ C and a left F ′-deformation re-
tract D0 ⊆ D such that FC0 ⊆ D0, then LF ′ and LF compose.
Proof. Let us write F := F |C0 , F
′ := F ′|D0 and fix some left deformation
retractions (C0, Q, q), (D0, Q
′, q′), so that we may choose
LF = F ◦ Q˜, LF ′ = F ′ ◦ Q˜′ with counits λ := HDFq, λ
′ := HEF
′q′.
By hypothesis (C0, Q, q) is a left (F
′F )-deformation retraction and F ′F := F ′F |C0
comes with a natural isomorphism ω : LF ′ ◦ LF ∼= F ′F ◦ Q˜ determined by the
components
ωHCC : LF
′
LFHCC = HEF
′Q′FQC
HEF
′q′FQC
−−−−−−−→ HEF
′FQC for C ∈ C.
Moreover, ω is compatible with the claimed counit of LF ′ ◦ LF in the sense that
HEF
′FqC ◦ ωHCC = HEF
′(FqC ◦ q
′
FQC) = HEF
′(q′FC ◦Q
′FqC) = λ
′
FC ◦ LF
′λC .

Example 6.12. As a special instance of the previous example, that is relevant
to our main topic of the pointwiseness of homotopy colimits is the following. Let C
is a category with weak equivalences, I, J index categories and D ⊆ CI is a left
colim-deformation retract with a functorial replacement Q : CI → D (i.e. a left de-
formation retract in the sense of [9]). Then L colimI ∼= Ho(colimI◦Q) and for every
J ∈ J, the evaluation functor Ho evJ : CI×J → CI composes with L colimI : CI → C.
To wit, as observed in 3.4, we can just apply Q pointwise, yielding a replacement
functor QJ : CI×J → DJ. With this
L colim
I
◦Ho evJ ∼= Ho(colim
I
◦Q ◦ evJ ) = Ho(colim
I
◦ evJ ◦Q
J) ∼= L(colim
I
◦ evJ).
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Finally, we will quickly go one dimension higher and study the connection
between mates and derivable adjunctions. For this, we consider two derivable ad-
junctions F ⊣ G, F ′ ⊣ G′ (as always writing λ, λ′, ρ and ρ′ for the universal
morphisms of LF , LF ′, RG and RG′) together with two homotopical functors X
and Y as in the following diagram:
C
F //
X

D
G
oo
Y

C′
F ′ //
D′
G′
oo
❴
❴
yielding
HoC
LF //
HoX

HoD
RG
oo
Ho Y

HoC′
LF ′ //
HoD′
RG′
oo .
❴
❴
In addition, we require HoX to compose with LF ′ and HoY to compose with RG′
(all other reasonable combinations automatically compose as remarked in 6.10).
Theorem 6.13. In the above situation, if σ : F ′X ⇒ Y F and τ : XG ⇒ G′Y
are mates, then the induced transformations between the derived functors
Lσ : LF ′ ◦HoX ⇒ HoY ◦ LF and Rτ : HoX ◦ RG⇒ RG′ ◦HoY
are mates, too (note that for this to even make sense, we need that HoX composes
with LF ′ and that Ho Y composes with RG′). In particular, for C = C′, D = D′
and X, Y identities, if σ and τ are conjugate, so are Lσ and Rτ .
Proof. First recall that the composite counits of LF ′◦HoX and HoY ◦LF are
respectively λ′X and (Ho Y )λ while the composite units of HoX◦RG and RG
′◦HoY
are (HoX)ρ and ρ′Y . It follows that Lσ and Rτ are defined by the equations
(Ho Y )λ ◦ (Lσ)HC = HD′σ ◦ λ
′
X and (Rτ)HD ◦ (HoX)ρ = ρ
′
Y ◦HC′τ.
We now need to check that (Lσ)♯ = RG′Lσ ◦ η˙′HoX = (Rτ)LF ◦ Xη˙, which are
natural transformations HoX ⇒ RG′ ◦Ho Y ◦ LF . By the universal property of a
localisation and LF being an absolute total left derived functor, it suffices to check
this after precomposition with HC and postcomposition with (RG
′ ◦HoY )λ, where
then
(RG′ ◦Ho Y )λ ◦ (RG′Lσ ◦ η˙′HoX)HC = RG
′
(
(HoY )λ ◦ LσHC ) ◦ η˙
′
HC′X
= RG′(HD′σ ◦ λ
′
X) ◦ η˙
′
HC′X
= RG′HD′σ ◦ (RG
′λ′ ◦ η˙′HC′ )X
= RG′HD′σ ◦ (ρ
′
F ′ ◦HC′η
′)X = RG
′HD′σ ◦ ρ
′
F ′X ◦HC′η
′
X
= ρ′Y F ◦HC′G
′σ ◦HC′η
′
X = ρ
′
Y F ◦HC′(G
′σ ◦ η′X)
= ρ′Y F ◦HC′(τF ◦Xη) = (ρ
′
Y ◦HC′τ)F ◦HC′Xη
= (Rτ)HDF ◦ (HoX)ρF ◦ (HoX)HCη = (Rτ)HDF ◦ (HoX)(ρF ◦HCη)
= (Rτ)HDF ◦ (HoX)(RGλ ◦ η˙HC) = (Rτ)HDF ◦ (HoX ◦ RG)λ ◦ (HoX)η˙HC
= (RG′ ◦HoY )λ ◦ (Rτ)LFHC ◦ (HoX)η˙HC
= RG′(Ho Y )λ ◦
(
(Rτ)LF ◦ (HoX)η˙)HC

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7. Two Notions of Homotopy Colimits
As an application of our theorems, we are going to show that homotopy colimits
in the sense of derivator theory are the same as homotopy colimits in the Quillen
model category sense. To make this precise, let us fix the following convention for
convenience.
Convention 7.1. Whenever we have a category C equipped with a class of
weak equivalences as well as some index category I we always equip the diagram
category CI with the class of pointwise weak equivalences. That is to say, a nat-
ural transformation τ : X ⇒ Y of diagrams X , Y : I → C is a weak equivalence
iff τI : XI → YI is a weak equivalence in C for all I ∈ I.
With this natural definition of weak equivalences in a diagram category, one
has the problem that in general, colimit and limit functors do not preserve them.
The classical example is given by the commutative diagram in Top
Dn

Sn−1?
_oo 

// Dn

∗ Sn−1? _oo 

// ∗ ,
where all vertical arrows are (weak) homotopy equivalences but the pushout of
the top row is Sn, while the one of the bottom row is ∗ and these spaces are not
(weakly) homotopy equivalent. So, in general, we cannot form Ho(colim) and the
best we can do is trying to take a derived functor.
Observation 7.2. The constant diagram functor ∆: C → CI is homotopical
and thus induces a unique Ho∆: HoC→ Ho(CI) such that Ho∆ ◦HC = HCI ◦∆
(where HC and HCI are the corresponding localisations).
Definition 7.3. For C a category equipped with weak equivalences and I an
index category, a homotopy colimit functor is a functor hocolimI : Ho(C
I)→ HoC
left adjoint to Ho∆. If C has I-colimits (so that ∆: C→ CI has a left adjoint colim)
a derived colimit functor is an absolute total left derived functor L colimI of colimI.
Proposition 7.4. If C has I-colimits, then a homotopy colimit functor exists
iff a derived colimit functor exists and they are the same.
Proof. The functor ∆: C→ CI is homotopical and so R∆ = Ho∆ exists. 
Although, by this result the existence of homotopy colimits is weaker than the
existence of derived colimits (one does not need the existence of strict colimits), we
prefer the more restrictive notion for what follows.
Definition 7.5. We say that a category C with weak equivalences has homo-
topy colimits of type I (or simply that it has I-homotopy colimits) iff the adjunc-
tion colimI : C
I
⇄ C :∆ exists and is derivable. Also, when writing “hocolimI”, we
always mean “L colimI”.
8. Evaluation and Endomorphisms
To say that colimits in a diagram category CJ are calculated pointwise means
that
colim ◦ evJ = evJ ◦ colim (or rather that there is a natural isomorphism)
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for all J ∈ J, where evJ are evaluation functors. So in order to prove a similar
statement for homotopy colimits, we should try to better understand these.
Proposition 8.1. Let C be a category and J an index category. For J ∈ J with
inclusion InJ : {J} →֒ J, the evaluation functor evJ : CJ → C has a right adjoint
J∗ : C→ C
J given by J∗C = C
J(−,J)
(with the obvious arrow map), granted all these powers in C exist. Moreover, if
EndJ(J) = {idJ}, then J∗ is fully faithful or equivalently, a counit ε of the adjunc-
tion is invertible. Dually, evJ has a left adjoint
J! : C→ C
J given by J!C = J(J,−) · C,
granted all these copowers exist and if EndJ(J) = {idJ}, then J! is fully faithful.
Proof. Note that evJ = J
∗ is given by precomposition with InJ : {J} →֒ J
and thus has a right adjoint given by taking the pointwise right Kan extension
along J (granted that all these exist)
C 7→ J∗C = lim(− ↓ InJ → {C} →֒ C),
so that (J∗C)J′ = C
π0(J
′↓InJ ) is the limit of a constant diagram for J ′ ∈ J. But
J ′ ↓ InJ is a discrete category with objects J(J ′, J). The counit’s component at
C ∈ C is pridJ : C
EndJ(J) → C, which is invertible if EndJ(J) = {idJ}. 
Example 8.2. For J any direct or inverse category (in the sense of the theory
of Reedy categories), then J! and J∗ (assuming they exist) are fully faithful for
all J ∈ J. In particular, this is true for the indexing categories of the most com-
mon homotopy colimits, such as homotopy pushouts, coproducts, telescopes and
coequalisers.
Observation 8.3. Given a category C, index categories I, J and an object J ∈ J
such that J∗ : C → CJ as above exists, then so does J∗ : CI → (CI)J ∼= CI×J (all
powers are calculated pointwise) and an easy calculation shows that
CJ
evJ //
∆

C
∆

CI×J evJ
// CI
(filled with the identity) satisfies the dual Beck-Chevalley condition. Indeed, the
identity’s mate is again the identity, for which we only need to check that ∆ε = ε′∆,
where ε is the counit of the top adjunction and ε′ the counit of the bottom one. So
let C ∈ C, I ∈ I and then
(ε′∆C)I = (pridJ )I :
(
(∆C)J(J,J)
)
I
=
(
(∆C)I
)J(J,J)
= CJ(J,J)
pridJ−−−→ C = (∆C)I
while (∆εC)I = εC = pridJ . If a right adjoint J∗ to evJ exists but is not cal-
culated pointwise as in the proposition, then the square still satisfies the dual
Beck-Chevalley condition, granted that C has J-colimits. This follows from Beck-
Chevalley interchange and 5.4.
Corollary 8.4. If C is a category with weak equivalences that has a terminal
object, J a preorder and J ∈ J, then J∗ : C → CJ exists and is homotopical. For
a general indexing category J (not necessarily a preorder), if C has all powers and
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weak equivalences are stable under them, then all functors J∗ : C → CJ exist and
are homotopical.
Proof. The second part follows directly from the formula for J∗ given in the
above proposition. For the first part, note that in a preorder, every J(J, J ′) is either
empty or a singleton, so that all components of a J∗w : J∗C → J∗D induced by a
weak equivalence w : C → D in C are either w itself or the identity for the terminal
object of C. 
In case C is a model category (in particular bicomplete) and CJ carries the
projective model structure, we even obtain two Quillen adjunctions. The less trivial
part of this result can also be found e.g. in [7, Lemme 3.1.12].
Corollary 8.5. If C is a model category and J an index category such that
the projective model structure on CJ exists, then J! ⊣ evJ ⊣ J∗ are both Quillen
adjunctions for all J ∈ J.
Proof. The adjunction J! ⊣ evJ is easy because evJ preserves fibrations and
acyclic fibrations. For the other adjunction, let f : C → D be an (acyclic) fibration
in C and J ′ ∈ J. Then
J∗(C
f
−→ D)J′ = C
J(J′,J) f
J(J′,J)
−−−−−→ DJ(J
′,J)
and a product of (acyclic) fibrations is again an (acyclic) fibration. 
Example 8.6. Let C be a category with weak equivalences that has a terminal
object. If J is a small preorder, then evJ has a fully faithful right adjoint J∗ and
the adjunction
CJ
evJ //
C
J∗
oo ❴ lifts to Ho(CJ)
Ho evJ //
HoC
Ho J∗
oo ❴
for all J ∈ J. Dually, if C has an initial object and J is a preorder, then evJ has a
fully faithful left adjoint J! and the adjunction
CJ
evJ
// C
J!oo
❴ lifts to Ho(CJ)
Ho evJ
//HoC
HoJ!oo
❴ .
9. Derived Functors on Diagram Categories
A common trick in diagrammatic homotopy theory is to first draw a 3 × 3-di-
agram of the form
• •oo // •
•
OO

•oo //
OO

•
OO

• •oo // •
and then use that the homotopy colimit of this diagram can be calculated as a
double homotopy pushout in two ways: rows first or columns first. This is usually
taken for granted and under suitably nice hypotheses (e.g. working in a cofibrantly
generated model category) very easy to derive from the corresponding result for
strict colimits.
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When analysing this technique in order to weaken the hypotheses as far as
possible, one sees that the whole trick is a combination of two results. First one
uses a Fubini type result, which says that a homotopy colimit indexed by I× J can
be calculated as a double homotopy colimit and second, one uses that homotopy
colimits in a diagram category CJ can be calculated pointwise (cf. 5.4). More
specifically, the Fubini theorem is the following.
Theorem 9.1. Let C be a category with weak equivalences and I, J index cat-
egories such that CI has J-homotopy colimits while C has I-homotopy colimits.
Then C has I× J-homotopy colimits and they are given by
Ho(CI×J) ∼= Ho
(
(CI)J
) hocolimJ
−−−−−−→ Ho(CI)
hocolimI−−−−−→ HoC.
Proof. Look at the right adjoints. 
For the second result, recall that if C is a cocomplete category, then every
diagram category CJ is again cocomplete and the colimits are calculated pointwise.
Unfortunately, for homotopy colimits, the matter is not that simple. For instance,
there is no reason that the existence of homotopy colimits in a category C (equipped
with a class of weak equivalences) should imply the existence of homotopy colimits
in a diagram category CJ (with pointwise weak equivalences). However if we assume
their existence, we can study interactions between homotopy colimits in different
categories.
Proposition 9.2. Let C be a category with weak equivalences, I, J two index
categories and J ∈ J such that J! ⊣ evJ ⊣ J∗ exist and are both derivable while
EndJ(J) = {idJ}. If CJ has I-homotopy colimits, then C has I-homotopy colimits,
too.
Proof. We obtain a left adjoint to Ho∆: HoC→ Ho(CI) by
Ho(CI)
LJ! //
Ho
(
(CI)J
)
∼= Ho(CI×J) ∼= Ho
(
(CJ)I
)
Ho evJ
oo
hocolimI //
Ho(CJ)
Ho∆
oo
Ho evJ //
HoC
RJ∗
oo❴ ❴ ❴
because RJ∗ and Ho(evJ ◦∆) compose (cf. 6.10) and evJ ◦∆ ◦ J∗ ∼= ∆, where we
need that EndJ(J) = {idJ} for the last isomorphism. 
Example 9.3. The conditions of this proposition are satisfied if C has an initial
and a terminal object while J is such that J(J ′, J) and J(J, J ′) contain at most one
element for all J ′ ∈ J (e.g. J a preorder).
Remark 9.4. If M is a model category and I an arbitrary indexing category,
then MI need not be a model category. However, it has a left model approximation
in the sense of [5] and we can therefore still construct homotopy colimits in MI.
As this proof illustrates, a basic tactic for establishing results about hocolimI
is to switch to adjoints and work with Ho∆ instead. With this in mind, a direct
attack on the “pointwiseness” of homotopy colimits in a diagram category might
go as follows: If Ho∆ composes with RJ∗, then two composite right adjoints
RJ∗ ◦Ho∆ = R(J∗ ◦∆) = R(∆ ◦ J∗) = Ho∆ ◦ RJ∗
are the same and so its conjugate is an isomorphism between composite left adjoints
Ho evJ ◦ hocolim
I
∼= hocolim
I
◦Ho evJ .
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Although already a first step, this line of thought only tells us that we can
calculate homotopy colimits pointwise on the object level and we cannot con-
clude anything on the level of arrows. More specifically, if j : J → J ′ is an ar-
row, we obtain evj : C
J → C[1], which induces Ho evj : Ho(CJ) → Ho(C[1]), so that
for X ∈ Ho(CI×J),
(Ho evj) hocolim
I
X ∈ Ho(C[1]).
On the other hand, if we view X(−, j) : X(−, J) → X(−, J ′) as a morphism
in Ho(CI) (i.e. an object in Ho(CI)[1]), then applying hocolimI gives a morphism
in HoC (i.e. an object in (HoC)[1]) and we need to show that this is the same as
(HC)∗(Ho evj) hocolim
I
X, where (HC)∗ is defined by
C[1]
H
C[1] //
(HC)∗
##●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
Ho(C[1])
(HC)∗

(HoC)[1]
being commutative. In fact, it is not even clear why hocolimIX(−, j) should lie
in the image of HC (up to conjugation with a natural isomorphism). A more
informal way to summarise this is that we would like to have an isomorphism
hocolimI ◦ Ho evJ ∼= Ho evJ ◦ hocolimI that is natural in J ∈ J; i.e. such that for
all j : J → J ′ in J the following square in HoC is commutative:
hocolimIX(−, J)
hocolimI X(−,j)

∼= (hocolimIX)J
(hocolimI X)j

hocolimIX(−, J ′) ∼= (hocolimIX)J′ .
Again inspired by the corresponding strict result in the form of 5.4, the (horizontal)
Beck-Chevalley condition comes to our rescue.
Theorem 9.5. Let C be a category with weak equivalences, I, J two index
categories and J ∈ J such that all derived adjunctions in the left-hand square
Ho
(
(CI)J
)
∼= Ho
(
(CJ)I
)
Ho evJ

hocolimI //
Ho(CJ)
Ho evJ

Ho∆
oo
Ho(CI)
RJ∗
OO
hocolimI //
HoC
Ho∆
oo
RJ∗
OO
❴
❴
✤ ✤
Ho
(
(CI)J
)
∼= Ho
(
(CJ)I
)
Ho evJ

Ho(CJ)
Ho evJ

Ho∆oo
Ho(CI) HoC
Ho∆
oo
exist and Ho∆ composes with RJ∗. Then the right-hand square (filled with the
identity) satisfies the (horizontal) Beck-Chevalley condition. In particular, there is
an isomorphism
σ : hocolim
I
◦Ho evJ ∼= Ho evJ ◦ hocolim
I
, natural in J ∈ J.
Proof. By Beck-Chevalley interchange, it suffices to check that the right-hand
square satisfies the vertical dual Beck-Chevalley condition. For this, we observe
that Ho evJ composes with hocolimI since Ho∆ composes with RJ∗ (cf. 6.9) and
that on the strict level, the right-hand square from the proposition satisfies the
Beck-Chevalley condition (cf. 8.3). Now use 6.13. Finally, the “in particular”-part
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is just an instance of 4.4. To wit, for j : J → J ′ in J, the left-hand square below
commutes iff the right-hand square does, where the two horizontal pairs are mates:
hocolimI ◦Ho evJ
σ //
hocolimI Ho evj

Ho evJ ◦ hocolimI
(Ho evj)hocolimI

hocolimI ◦Ho evJ′
σ′
// Ho evJ′ ◦ hocolimI
Ho evJ ◦Ho∆
id //
(Ho evj)Ho∆

Ho∆ ◦Ho evj
(Ho∆)Ho evj

Ho evJ′ ◦Ho∆
id
// Ho∆ ◦Ho evJ′ .

Corollary 9.6. Let C, I, J be as in the theorem and assume that CJ has
homotopy I-colimits. If C has a terminal object and J is a preorder, there are
isomorphisms
σ : hocolim
I
◦Ho evJ ∼= Ho evJ ◦ hocolim
I
, natural in J ∈ J.
In particular, we always have such natural isomorphisms for double homotopy
pushouts, coproducts and telescopes.
Proof. If J = ∅ the statement is void, so we assume we can pick some
J ∈ J to construct homotopy I-colimits in C as shown in 9.2. By our hypothe-
ses, all functors J∗ exist and are homotopical, as observed in 8.4. But then Ho∆
and RJ∗ = Ho J∗ clearly compose and we can invoke the theorem. 
Corollary 9.7. Let C, I, J be as in the theorem and assume that both C
and CJ have homotopy I-colimits. If C has powers and its weak equivalences are
stable under them, there are isomorphisms
σ : hocolim
I
◦Ho evJ ∼= Ho evJ ◦ hocolim
I
, natural in J ∈ J.
Proof. Again by 8.4, all functors J∗ exist and are homotopical, so that Ho∆
and RJ∗ = Ho J∗ compose. 
Example 9.8. The category Ch≥0(Abfg) of non-negatively graded chain com-
plexes of finitely generated abelian groups inherits a model structure from the usual
model category of non-negatively graded chain complexes, where the weak equiva-
lences are the quasi-isomorphisms, the fibrations are the levelwise surjections and
the cofibrations the levelwise injections with projective (i.e. free) cokernel. There
are no obvious functorial cofibrant replacements within Ch≥0(Abfg) and all the
usual techniques fail since our base category is only finitely cocomplete, though
the author was unable to find a proof in the literature that Ch≥0(Abfg) is not
cofibrantly generated.
Still, Ch≥0(Abfg) is a model category (albeit only a finitely bicomplete one)
and we can construct finite homotopy colimits in it, as well as in all diagram
categories Ch≥0(Abfg)
I with I finite (see 9.4). Since quasi-isomorphisms are stable
under (finite) direct sums, the above corollary applies.
Example 9.9. As a more involved example, in [14] and [15], Isaksen con-
structed model structures on the category of pro-simplicial sets and more general
pro-objects in model categories. Being model categories, we can again construct
homotopy colimits in them as well as all diagram categories. However, as shown in
op. cit., the model structures in question are not cofibrantly generated and so, there
are no projective model structures at our disposal. Still, our theorem applies and
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we at least always have 9.6 (since the stability of weak equivalences under powers
depends on the model category we take pro-objects in).
Finally, let us mention an easy example that is not accessible to any of the
previously mentioned techniques (model structures or left model approximations).
Example 9.10. Let ∆ be the usual indexing category for simplicial sets and
∆+ ⊂∆ the wide subcategory of injections with inclusion I : ∆+ →֒ ∆. The cate-
gory of δ-sets (or semi-simplicial sets) is the presheaf category δ-Sets := Sets∆+ .
The left Kan extension I! of a δ-set along I corresponds to freely adjoining degen-
eracies and we define a map of δ-sets to be a weak equivalence iff its image under I!
is one. Equivalently, a map of δ-sets is a weak equivalence iff it is one in Top after
geometric realisation.
It was remarked by Peter May (who himself learned this from his student
Matthew Thibault) that there cannot be a model structure with these weak equiv-
alences. Still, we can construct homotopy colimits in δ-Sets (or any category of
diagrams in it) by passing to sSets via I!, forming them there and then passing
back to δ-Sets via I∗.
In some situations (e.g. when using left model approximations for the construc-
tion of homotopy colimits as in [5]), it might not be possible to verify the hypotheses
of the above theorem. Indeed, it might not even be possible to construct the right
adjoint RJ∗. However, we can still use the left adjoint LJ! of Ho evJ rather than RJ∗
to force naturality.
Proposition 9.11. Let C be a category with weak equivalences, I, J two index
categories and J ∈ J such that all derived adjunctions in the square
Ho
(
(CI)J
)
∼= Ho
(
(CJ)I
)
Ho evJ

hocolimI //
Ho(CJ)
Ho evJ

Ho∆
oo
Ho(CI)
LJ!
OO
hocolimI //
HoC
Ho∆
oo
LJ!
OO
❴
❴
✤ ✤
exist and whose units we denote by η, θ, θ′ and η′ (top to bottom, left to right).
Then there is
α : hocolim
I
◦ LJ! ∼= LJ! ◦ hocolim
I
compatible with the composite units (and counits for that matter) in the sense that
Ho(evJ ◦∆)α ◦ (Ho evJ)ηLJ! ◦ θ = (Ho∆)θ
′
hocolimI
◦ η′.
Proof. Obviously evJ ◦ ∆ = ∆ ◦ evJ , whence the square of right adjoints
commutes. 
While the compatibility formula in this proposition might seem useless at first,
note that if the LJ! are fully faithful (or equivalently, if θ and θ
′ are isomorphisms),
we get a good starting point for comparing η and η′.
Corollary 9.12. Under the hypotheses of 9.11, if the two LJ! are fully faith-
ful and there is some isomorphism hocolimI ◦Ho evJ ∼= Ho evJ ◦ hocolimI (e.g. if
hocolimI and Ho evJ compose), then there is even an isomorphism
βJ : hocolim
I
◦Ho evJ ∼= Ho evJ ◦hocolim
I
such that (Ho evJ)η = (Ho∆)βJ ◦η
′
Ho evJ .
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Proof. The compatibility condition of α at its (Ho evJ )X-component for a
diagram X ∈ Ho
(
(CI)J
)
reads
(Ho∆)
(
θ′−1hocolimI◦(Ho evJ)α
)
(Ho evJ )X
◦(Ho evJ )ηLJ!(Ho evJ )X◦θ(Ho evJ )X = η
′
(Ho evJ )X
and we need to show that (Ho evJ )ηLJ!evJX = (Ho evJ)ηX up to composition with
suitable natural isomorphisms. For this, let us write ζ for the counit of LJ! ⊣ Ho evJ
and note that (Ho evJ)ζ is invertible with inverse θHo evJ . The naturality of η gives
a commutative square
(Ho evJ)LJ!(Ho evJ )X
(Ho evJ )ηLJ!(Ho evJ )X//
(Ho evJ )ζX ∼=

(Ho evJ)(Ho∆) hocolimI LJ!(Ho evJ)X
∼=(Ho evJ )(Ho∆) hocolimI ζX

(Ho evJ)X
(Ho evJ )ηX
// (Ho evJ)(Ho∆) hocolimIX ,
where the right-hand arrow (Ho∆)(Ho evJ) hocolimI ζX is invertible because Ho evJ
commutes with hocolimI, while the left-hand arrow cancels with θ(Ho evJ )X and
so η′(Ho evJ )X equals
(Ho∆)
(
θ′−1hocolimI(Ho evJ ) ◦ (Ho evJ)αHo evJ ◦
(
(Ho evJ) hocolim
I
ζ
)−1)
X
◦ (Ho evJ )ηX .

The last obstacle to overcome before assembling this all is that we need some
criterion to decide when the LJ! are fully faithful. This turns out to be rather
simple and it suffices if J! is so (e.g. as in 8.1).
Proposition 9.13. Let C be a category with weak equivalences, J some index
category and J ∈ J such that a fully faithful left adjoint J! to evJ exists and J! ⊣ evJ
is derivable. Then LJ! is fully faithful.
Proof. Choosing compatible units and counits of the derived adjunction, 6.1
gives us
ρF ◦HCη = (Ho evJ)λ ◦ η˙HC ,
which is an isomorphism because RevJ = Ho evJ (i.e. ρ is invertible) and J! is
fully faithful (i.e. η is invertible). Now note that LJ! and Ho evJ compose, whence
Ho evJ ◦ LJ! ∼= L(evJ ◦ J!). But evJ ◦ J! ∼= idC, so that L(evJ ◦ J!) ∼= idHoC and λ
must be invertible. It follows that η˙HC (or equivalently η˙) is invertible, thus proving
our claim. 
Remark 9.14. Obviously, this proposition generalises mutatis mutandis to an
arbitrary derivable adjunction with a fully faithful left and a homotopical right
adjoint.
Example 9.15. The proposition in particular applies in both of the following
cases:
(1) C has an initial object and J is a preorder;
(2) C is a model category such that the projective model structure on CJ exists
and EndJ(J) = {idJ} (e.g. C any model category and J direct).
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Theorem 9.16. Let C be a category with weak equivalences and I, J two index
categories such that for all J ∈ J, the two evaluation functors evJ indicated below
have fully faithful left adjoints J! and the derived adjunctions in the square
Ho
(
(CI)J
)
∼= Ho
(
(CJ)I
)
Ho evJ

hocolimI //
Ho(CJ)
Ho evJ

Ho∆
oo
Ho(CI)
?
LJ!
OO
hocolimI //
HoC
Ho∆
oo
?
LJ!
OO
❴
❴
✤ ✤
exist and there is an isomorphism hocolimI ◦Ho evJ ∼= Ho evJ ◦ hocolimI. Then
there is a family of isomorphisms
βJ : hocolim
I
◦Ho evJ ∼= Ho evJ ◦ hocolim
I
natural in J .
Proof. For J ∈ J let us choose βJ as in 9.12 and note that for j : J → J ′ in J
the arrow hocolimIX(−, j) is the unique f : hocolimIX(−, J)→ hocolimIX(−, J ′)
in HoC making
X(−, J)
X(−,j)

η′X(−,J)
// (Ho∆) hocolimIX(−, J)
(Ho∆)f

X(−, J ′)
η′
X(−,J′)
// (Ho∆) hocolimIX(−, J ′)
in Ho(CI) commute. Extending this square to the right using βJ,X and βJ′,X , the
naturality of Ho evj yields a commutative rectangle of solid arrows in Ho(C
I)
X(−, J)
X(−,j)

η′X(−,J)
// (Ho∆) hocolimIX(−, J)

(Ho∆)βJ,X
∼=
// (Ho∆)(hocolimIX)J
(Ho∆)(hocolimI X)j

X(−, J ′)
η′
X(−,J′)
// (Ho∆) hocolimIX(−, J)
(Ho∆)βJ′,X
∼= // (Ho∆) hocolimIX(−, J ′)
with the top and bottom composites being (Ho evJ )ηX and (Ho evJ′)ηX respec-
tively. Upon defining f := β−1J′,X ◦ (hocolimIX)j ◦ βJ,X the dotted arrow (Ho∆)f
renders the entire diagram commutative and the claim follows. 
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